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1 INTRODUCTION

With the rapid development of new forms and concepts
of networked and mobile computing, it is increasingly
clear that operating systems must evolve so that all
machines in a given network, even the Internet, can ap-
pear to be controlled by the same operating system. As
a result, the world-wide interconnected networks, com-
monly called the Internet or the Web, could potentially
be supported and managed by a giant virtual operating
system [8].
For example, initially the World Wide Web was cre-

ated to allow one to view remote hypertext pages on
one's own machine, thereby facilitating collective work
among geographically removed collaborators. Soon af-
ter, virtual pages, generated on the y using tools such
as cgi-bin [2], allowed the widespread remote execu-
tion of programs. More recently, with languages such
as Java [1], it has become possible to download fully
executable programs to one's own machine, and then
to make them run on that machine. However, there is
no general means for taking an arbitrary program and
having it run somewhere on the network.
There are several reasons that this last possibility

is actually essential. First, with the development of
network-centric computing, there will be more and
more limited-capacity machines (slower processors, lim-
ited memory or storage space, etc.), such as the NC
computers [6], that will be forced to use more power-
ful computers on the network to e�ect any non-trivial
tasks. Second, an arbitrary program on the network
might just be incapable of running on the local machine,
simply because it is the wrong platform (hardware, lo-
cal operating system, running applications, etc.)
Implicit in the above discussion is the heterogeneous

nature of most networks. The transparent use of such
heterogeneous networks of computers has been partially
addressed in work on metacomputing, whose objectives
are to transform a network into one single computer sys-
tem [3]. Recent developments in operating systems such
as Inferno [9] or JavaOS [5] provide the user ubiquitous
access to resources and information. However, the Web
or the future global information infrastructure is more
than just a metacomputer or a networked system of
computers seen as a virtual machine run by a virtual
(network) operating system, in that there is no com-
plete catalog of all resources available. Moreover, such
a catalog is infeasible, because of the highly dynamic
and distributed nature of the Web or the Internet, con-
tinually integrating rapidly developing technologies.

2 WEB OPERATING SYSTEM: WOS

As a result, any attempt to design one single operat-
ing system o�ering a �xed set of resource-management
functions will have di�culty adapting to technological
innovation or to new demands. Therefore, there is, such
as proposed in [4], a need for a Web Operating System
(WOS), which would make available, to all sites on a
network, the resources available on that network, or
at least a reasonable subset thereof, to e�ect compu-
tations for which local resources are missing. These
resources could be of many forms, including processor
speed, available memory or storage space, available op-
erating systems or applications, and so on. In order
to deal with the dynamic changes in the system, the
Web Operating System should be a versioned system,
in which di�erent versions of the operating system are
running simultaneously on the network. Should, for in-
stance, a given version not be capable of dealing with
a particular request for a service, then it can pass it
on to another version, as is currently done for packet
routing.
What distinguishes the Internet from classical dis-

tributed systems is the fact that there is no complete
catalog of all resources available and central decisions
making for resource allocation is not acceptable or even
impossible. Rather, the Web Operating System (WOS)
[4] should be a versioned system, in which di�erent ver-
sions not capable of dealing with a particular request
for service, then pass it on to another version, as cur-
rently done for packet routing. Generalized software
con�guration techniques, based on a demand driven
technique called eduction [7] are being developed, that
can be used to de�ne versions of a WOS to be built
in an incremental manner. Software and hardware (de-
scription) repositories or warehouses will provide the
necessary components for ful�lling a service requested.
Being able to use the global network for paral-

lel/distributed execution of a program in the framework
of a WOS is clearly promising. For this to be realistic,
mechanisms are required to distribute the work, collect
the results and coordinate the participating processes
or agents. In particular, for such mechanisms to be
e�ective, dynamic load balancing/sharing must be im-
plemented. Therefore, we intend to apply advanced,
prediction based load balancing/load sharing methods
in a pre{reserved user space [10].

3 CONCLUSIONS

The general aim of out approach is to develop a fam-
ily of services for illustrating and studying the concept
of a Web Operating System (WOS) based on one sin-
gle underlying concept, the demand-driven computa-
tion using simple warehouses, which hold and provide
all the necessary information a system may o�er to
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a request. The ongoing work includes (1) production
of sample resource managers and warehouses, together
with the necessary automatic broadcast or `resource-
mining' mechanisms, (2) the implementation of a sam-
ple series of WOS-services (e.g. typesetting services,
graphics processing, interactive simulations, etc.) and
(3) implementation of a prototype user-interface based
on browser-like forms to specify user (application) re-
quests, which includes new `data-mining' search en-
gines.
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